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Introduction
In the fifth chapter of the book, Developing Writing Skills through Cognitive
Self-Regulation and Instruction, we presented an overview of the Cognitive SelfRegulation Instruction Program, including its theoretical and empirical background, the analysis and rationale of the specific learning and teaching activities and supportive materials associated with each instructional component of
the program. Finally, a summary of the studies exploring its effectiveness for
improving students’ writing skills was presented.
In order to get a better understanding of this program, this chapter provides
a complete example of the Cognitive Self-Regulation Instruction Program,
which has been validated in previous studies (Fidalgo, Torrance, & García,
2008; Torrance, Fidalgo, & García, 2007; Fidalgo, Torrance, & Robledo, 2011;
Torrance, Fidalgo, & Robledo, 2015; Fidalgo, Torrance, Rijlaarsdam, van den
Bergh, & Álvarez, 2015). It is focused on strategies for planning and translating
this plan into full text. Moreover, we have designed this application mainly
addressing to typically-developing students of upper primary schools (11–12
years old).
The overview of this chapter has a practical approach. Thus, it provides the
instructor with detailed descriptions of the instructional sessions to ensure the
right application of the contents, techniques and strategies of this program in
different sessions. Furthermore, the supportive materials needed to train the
students are provided.
In sum, from the educational point of view, this e-chapter helps instructors
to organise the different supportive materials used for guiding the student
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through the different sessions of the program we have developed and, thereby,
allowing direct application in educational practice for teachers with these
students.

The Instructional Sequence
The instructional program consists of four instructional stages: Direct Teaching, Modelling, Emulative practice in pairs and Emulative practice alone. The
instructional stages are sequentially applied. The program consists of eight
one-hour-long sessions of instruction (two sessions in each instructional component).
This program is aimed to aid sixth grade teachers. Its application with younger students and students with learning disabilities would demand a specifically adapted program required for each individual case and an increase in the
number of sessions and instructional building components in each part. It is
essential the teacher understands and masters the instructions of each individual component prior to the implementation of this program.
Prior to putting into practice the application program, teaching training
is required, so it is necessary to have a few introductory training sessions.
These include objectives, foundation, etc. Teacher’s motivation and implication is also important in the development of instruction. The teacher should be
trained with the development plan of instruction before starting each weekly
session. These training sessions are both to prepare the teacher the next session
and to control the previously implemented instructional session. This ensures
the proper development of the program and teacher’s positive involvement in
the instruction.

First Session: Direct Teaching (pod + The Vowels Planning
Strategy)
To begin with, we present the program for improving students’ writing skills
that will be developed over the following weeks. We also give each student an
individual folder where they will collect the materials we use in the program. In
this presentation it is necessary that students become aware of the importance
of writing for academic performance.
It is essential that students perceive the writing program as something useful and necessary that will contribute positively to their performance both
in language and in all other academic areas, not just now but also in the
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future. It is important that students understand the necessity of writing correctly and how important the program is to develop and improve their writing
skills.
After the presentation, the first session starts with an interactive group
dialogue in which we discuss what students do when they have to write a
text. At this stage, the teacher can tutor, foster and strengthen all students’
participation.
Next, the teacher explains the first step you should take before starting any
text, the planning. The first aspect to highlight is that writing is a long process,
and before writing any text you must have always made many previous steps
(i.e. you must plan your text).
Before proceeding to explain explicitly the planning process, it is very important to emphasise the importance and necessity of planning before writing. It
should be noted that planning is a prerequisite for all good writers or experts
before writing a text. It is very important that students perceive the usefulness
of this first step of the writing process, so that greater involvement in planning
will be achieved in their future assignments.
After that, the teacher presents and explains in an interactive way the planning process which can be seen in Appendix 1, the Matrix of metacognitive
knowledge of planning, handout previously provided to each student. The aim
is to help the students to develop declarative metacognitive knowledge about
the planning process, procedural knowledge about how a text is planned, and
conditional knowledge about when and why a text is planned. The acquisition
of this background knowledge is necessary for the remaining sessions of the
program to be properly developed.
In relation to procedural knowledge, how to plan, the teacher will give the
following steps:
Step 1 What is the aim of the text? All writing of a text has a general objective
that varies with the type of text. Some examples are considered: narrate
or tell a story; describe something or someone; explain something;
expose an opinion or belief, etc.
Step 2 Who will be the audience of the text? The writer must consider the
characteristics and needs of the future readers in their text, so that they
understand the text, it interests them, it amuses them, they are keen to
read more, it captures their attention, etc.
Step 3 What ideas can be written in my text? Thinking about data and information derived from the writers’ knowledge (their imagination or
knowledge), or consulting other documentary sources (books, dictionaries …).
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Step 4 How to put the ideas together in the text? After generating the information necessary to select the most useful information for the text that
is being planned. This selection will be determined considering the
subject and purpose of the text. In this case, the type of comparisoncontrast work will be exemplified as follows: a) main ideas about how
two issues are similar; b) main ideas about how they differ; c) both
should give detailed ideas or examples to help the reader understand
the main ideas.
Step 5 How will my text be structured? All ideas generated and selected for
the text must be organized around some criteria, because a text is not
just a list of ideas. The ideas must be organized in a coherent way
to form a text, in three main parts: introduction, development and
conclusion. In the introduction the reader is presented the topic. The
goal or purpose of why it is being written is also given. This information
should be exposed in a creative way that captures the reader’s interest
and attention. The introduction is very important as it anticipates the
reader what he/she is going to read next, thus facilitating the correct
interpretation of the text by the reader. In addition, this encourages
them to read so the introduction must be original. The development
is the middle part of the text, in which the ideas are set coherently,
organized and in a collected way. The main ideas of the text must be
joined by affinity criteria. For example, in a compare-contrasts text,
similar ideas must be linked in a block and the differences in another
block or paragraph. In turn, each main idea should be developed by
several supporting ideas and examples that make it easier for the text
to be understood. Finally, in the conclusion, a summary or end to the
text is made, or a contribution or personal reflection on the topic is
given to the reader in an informative way.
After presenting the necessary knowledge about the planning the teacher will
present the students the pod + The vowels strategy, to help students to
remember all the steps they should take when planning their text, without
forgetting any of them. At this stage the teacher will use a poster with the
strategy, which can be presented on the blackboard. The poster should be
visible for both this session and subsequent sessions. In turn, they will handout
the students Portfolio Appendix 2 of the pod + the vowels strategy.
This is the first contact with the strategy, its presentation should be interesting and all the steps outlined above in the matrix of knowledge must be easy
to remember. As far as possible its presentation should be fun, as well as the
meaning of the planning steps already undertaken in Appendix 1. The teacher
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will emphasize that pod is an acronym that expert writers use to make their
written compositions. pod stands for each of the steps (think ideas (Piensa
ideas, in Spanish), Organize ideas, Develop your text). It should also be emphasized that they can easily remember pod because the strategy will give them
the “power” (poder, in Spanish) to write correctly. The first step of the PODer
(power) strategy is p (Piensa ideas, Think ideas), keep concentration, self confidence in your ability, and thus you will become better and have more original
ideas. Do not write texts directly, you need to stop and think before, following
a few steps, an organization, which is the second part of the strategy.
The letter o (organize your ideas) includes the second part of the strategy:
the vowels. To promote its memorization, it can be given as an idea in which
just as when we start writing our first letters, we first learn to write the
vowels, also the first thing to do when writing a text is to remember the
vowels: oaiue. Then, practice the oaiue mnemonic rule, discuss the reasons
for each of the vowels, and its meaning. The most important thing is to unite
the letter to the meaning. As an example, with the letter o = What is the purpose
(Objetivo) of the text? At this point, the teacher asked what goals do exist,
linking children’s responses to different text types. With the letter a = Who is the
audience (Audiencia) of the text? That is the need for capture future readers’
interest and attention, motivate them to read, make it easier to understand,
etc. With the letter i, What ideas (Ideas) can be used in my text? To do this,
think ideas, brainstorm or search other documental sources, and differentiate
between main and secondary ideas and examples. With the letter u = How can
connect (Union) the ideas in the text? Join thematic ideas (e.g. similarities vs.
differences in comparison-contrast text). And with the letter e = What is the
scheme (Esquema) my text will use? That is to say, make a draft or previous
scheme where ideas regarding the introduction, development and conclusion
are located. Make reference to the need for an introduction and a concluding
paragraph, together with several paragraphs of development.
Finally, the third step of the strategy is being able to write and develop the
ideas in the text (letter d). Once it has previously been planned, you may then
start writing your text. At this stage it is necessary for the students to remember
the steps of the strategy, which may arise as a game in large group, in which the
teacher asks students the meaning of the sounds.

Second Session: Direct Teaching (idc Drafting Strategy)
The session starts by activating prior knowledge of the first step of the writing
process, trained in the previous session: planning. After that, the teacher will
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focus on the second step of the writing process: drafting. Again the teacher
should emphasize the need for plan ahead to successfully reach and guarantee
the success of the second step.
Next, the teacher presents and explains interactively the drafting process
supported by the matrix of knowledge (see Appendix 3). In order to facilitate
students’ understanding and retention of what is being explained, Appendix 4,
which visually shows the organization and structure of a text comparisoncontrast text, is used as supportive material.
Through explanation, the teacher should emphasize the following points:
Point 1. Textual structure. All texts must have a structure that includes different parts. In expository texts there are generally three parts which correspond
to the idc strategy.
Letter I means Introduction. It concerns the overall presentation of the topic
and the purpose of the text. It needs to highlight the importance of this part in
the text especially for future readers because it anticipates the contents of the
text to be read, thereby facilitating comprehension.
Letter d means Development. It includes the central or essential part of
the text, where the development of the main ideas presented in the text are
collected and argued.
Letter c means Conclusion, that is, the final part of the text. Here you can
make a personal contribution to the text, or a global point of view, or reflection
of everything discussed in the text.
Point 2. Textual organization. All ideas conveyed in a text must be organized
into paragraphs. As for the composition of a paragraph, it should include: a
main idea and detailed ideas or examples to clarify the main one.
Regarding paragraph types, taking into account the structure of a textual
narrative text, it is possible to distinguish various types of paragraphs: introduction paragraph: where the presentation of the topic of the text and its aim
is given; body or development paragraph: those points that explain each of the
main ideas of the text. Each main idea should be developed in a paragraph.
These can be organized in different ways: by hierarchy of importance, thematic
affinity (for example, in a comparison-contrast text paragraphs are grouped as
indicated differences or similarities). Finally, a concluding paragraph: where
the conclusion or end to the text is given.
After this direct teaching, an analysis of these aspects of the text prepared ad
hoc in Appendix 5 is performed. In class group, by encouraging the participation of the whole class, students have to analyse: text structure, pointing to the
introduction, development and conclusion; and textual organization, noting
the different types of paragraphs, and, within each paragraph, the main idea
and detailed ideas or examples that should be used.
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Point 3. Textual coherence. The teacher will make students’ attention focus on
various coherence ties of the text (Appendix 5), which will be highlighted in
the text. The teacher should explain and emphasize the importance and necessity of these coherence ties, which give unity and coherence necessary in the
text. These coherence ties will be differentiated by their corresponding position: either into paragraphs or between paragraphs. Some examples of these
coherence ties considering their position will be written in the Appendix 4.
Examples of into- paragraph ties, when ideas are related together, for example
the similarities between two aspects, are: firstly; secondly; thirdly; first of all; second of all; another; and; in addition; also; similarly; furthermore, etc. Examples
of inter- paragraphs ties, when each paragraph reflects conflicting ideas, such
as, similarities versus differences are: on the contrary; however; nevertheless; on
the other hand, etc. Finally, ties for the concluding paragraph are: in short; in
conclusion, to conclude, etc.
Subsequently, each student is given Appendix 6 as an example of an incorrect comparison-contrast text. First, each student individually analyses what
errors are found in the text in accordance with the previous teaching about
coherence, structure and organization. Later, errors are discussed within the
whole class.

Third Session: Modeling (pod + the Vowels Planning Strategy)
This session starts activating previous knowledge learned in the previous two
sessions about planning and drafting strategies through Appendix 2 (Planning
strategy pod + The vowels) and Appendix 4 (Drafting strategy idc). The greatest emphasis should be given to the planning strategy plan, because the purpose of this session is to model the implementation of the planning strategy by
the teacher. The goal is for all students to master the different steps of the strategy and its meaning before beginning the modelling process of the planning
process of a comparison-contrast text.
Once the planning strategy is memorized, the teacher will go on to model
how to plan a text, showing them how to implement pod + The vowels strategy
under thinking aloud condition, which exemplify all thoughts that good writers
have and use before writing any text. After, the teacher will explain the students
that during the modelling they have to concentrate on all the teacher’s steps
and thoughts during the writing process. They should pay special attention
to teacher’s thought, the steps he/she takes, what actions he/she does, and
not to the content of the text he/she is going to write. The students should
be allowed to ask the teacher questions on what they do not understand, but
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avoiding any further unnecessary interruptions during the modelling if they
are not absolutely necessary. After this stage the students should be able to
imitate the whole planning process themselves as performed by the teacher
and use the pod + The vowels strategy in another text. It is very important and
necessary to be concentrated on teacher’s modelling of the planning process.
It is very important that students do not work on this task independently. They
should only observe and always follow the execution and performance of the
teacher.
To facilitate the thinking aloud performed by the teacher, an example is
given as supportive material of thinking aloud. This also creates the rules and
guidelines on key aspects highlighted in the modelling process. All of this
is found in Appendix 7. In turn, Appendix 8 gives an example of the final
product of the planning process written and completed (which is where the
teacher is expected to write down their thoughts). At the end of the session, this
Appendix should be given to each student, to make them aware of the result of
the planning.
After teacher’s modelling, students will have to reflect about what thoughts
the teacher had during the planning process, taking notes on Appendix 9.
Then, the teacher will collect students’ initial ideas, which will be shared with
the whole group. During the sharing part of the exercise, it is important that the
teacher only uses the examples proposed by the students, i.e. he/she should
not give explicit ideas about the planning strategy, he/she should take ideas
from the students’ observations and examples they have proposed. Through
this, the teacher can guide and shape the contributions of students. During this
discussion, the teacher can briefly note down the ideas that have come from the
students, and students may complete their registration form Appendix 9.
Finally, each student individually has time to reflect and think about what
steps they should take when they write a text. They should also consider what
differences exist between teacher’s thoughts during the modelling and their
own thoughts when writing a text. All the steps that are not usually taken
will be marked with a cross in Appendix 9. In turn, Appendix 10, a list of
self-instructions, is given to the students. Each student individually will write
his/her own list of self-instructions to follow during the planning of a text,
according to the model provided by the teacher.
At the end of the modelling session there will be a sharing exercise, where
the group will reflect on the use of the strategy and the benefits derived from it
when writing higher quality texts as verified in the text made. The importance
of using the strategy can be further emphasized by the importance of using all
the steps (letters) given in it and by continually checking and correcting and
thus evaluating each of the steps performed.
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At this stage of the session the students are given Appendix 8 as an example
of textual planning made previously by the teacher.

Fourth Session: Modelling (idc Drafting Strategy)
This session starts reviewing previous knowledge learned in the first two sessions about the planning and drafting strategies through Appendix 2 (Planning
strategy pod + The vowels) and Appendix 4 (Drafting strategy idc). The greatest emphasis should be given to the drafting strategy idc and the use of coherence ties into and between paragraphs, because the purpose of this session is
to model the implementation of the drafting strategy by the teacher.
Once previous information has been remembered the teacher will begin
this session briefly reminding the students about the planning process implemented in the previous session and the need of planning always before starting
a new text. To remember what was done in the previous session, the student
will take Appendix 8, which contains the whole textual product of teacher’s
planning on the comparison-contrast text, that was made in the previous session about two water sports: water polo and swimming.
Once the information about how to plan is recalled, the teacher exemplifies
concretely and specifically, the second step, drafting the text, for the whole
group. This is exemplified with think-aloud modelling of all the steps that
an expert writer takes to write a text. Appendix 11 provides an example of
thinking aloud during drafting process to support teacher’s modelling. Also
Appendix 12 collects the final result of the drafting process which will be
achieved after the modelling.
During the modelling students must follow the entire process in an attentive
and focused way and the steps that the teacher undertakes in the task by
following and understanding each step. If not, the students are permitted to
ask about what they do not understand, such as: unknown terms, procedures
or ways of doing things, unknown vocabulary, comprehension, problems …, but
avoiding, if possible, any further unnecessary interruptions. It is very important
that students do not work on this task independently. They should only observe
and always follow the execution and performance of the teacher.
Once again, after teacher’s modelling, students will have to reflect about
what thoughts the teacher had during the drafting process, taking notes of
them on Appendix 13. Then the teacher will collect students’ initial ideas,
which will be shared with the whole group. During the sharing part of the
exercise, it is important that the teacher only uses the examples proposed
by the students, i.e. he/she shouldn’t give an explicit teaching on drafting, it
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should be taken from the students’ observations and examples they have proposed. Through this, the teacher can guide and shape the contributions of
students. During this discussion, the teacher can briefly note down the ideas
that have come from the students, and they may complete their registration
form Appendix 13. During this discussion, it is important that students come
up with ideas such as: a) stress the structuring of text in an introduction, development and conclusion; b) grouping in the development: on the one hand, the
similarities and on the other, the differences; c) the link ideas and paragraphs
in the text, marking connectors, etc. At the same time, this sharing in the large
group can be performed by analysing the examples that the students have contributed with considering the text analysis on Appendix 12.
Finally, each student individually has time to reflect and think about what
steps he/she should take when writes a text. Students should also consider
what differences exist between teacher’s thoughts during the modelling and
their own thoughts when writing a text. All steps that are not usually taken
will be marked with a cross in Appendix 13. In turn, Appendix 10, a list of selfinstructions, is given to the students. Each student individually will write their
own list of self-instructions to follow during the drafting of a text, based on the
model provided by the teacher.
The session will finish with a reflection about the use of strategies and the
benefits derived from them when writing higher quality texts, as verified in the
text made. The importance of using the strategy will emphasize the importance
of following all the steps (letters of the strategy) provided, and checking and
correcting continuously thus evaluating each of the steps performed.

Fifth and Sixth Sessions: Emulation in Pairs (Planning and Drafting
Strategies)
In the 5th and 6th sessions emulation is performed in pairs by implementing
the planning and drafting strategies explained and modelled in previous sessions. In order not to split the writing process and to prevent the formation
of possible misconceptions in students in interpreting planning and drafting
as independent processes, these two sessions will be held successively in the
same class or as consecutive classes.
At the beginning of the session prior knowledge about the strategies for
planning and drafting and the modelling sessions conducted by the teacher
in the last two sessions are reminded. In this way students should be able
to recall the different steps of textual planning, from the acronym pod + the
vowels as mnemonic. The Point d of pod (Develop your text) should be
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joined to the idc drafting strategy that should be also recalled by students.
This will help to emphasize to the students the structuring of text for the
introduction, development and conclusion, and the need for links between
ideas and between paragraphs. During this process the students can use their
folders and the handouts set from Appendices 2 and 4. In addition, Appendix 10
can be used with its list of self-instructions to follow in writing the text, in order
to facilitate students’ thinking aloud.
Once the background has been remembered, student peers must perform
an expository comparison-contrast text on the subject of individual and team
sports (theme suggested by students in previous studies, thus making student’s
motivation towards the task stronger, because it is derived from their own
interests).
The following organization will be used for working in pairs. A student will
emulate the process of planning and writing the text, following the modelling
done by the teacher in the previous sessions. The second student will monitor
the whole process of writing that is emulated by their pair. He/she will play an
active and involved role in the process, analysing possible errors in emulation
of the process and providing (if necessary) help to guide or correct his/her
emulation of the writing processes. It is emphasized that the text to be done
is responsibility of both peers (observer and modeller). Each pair should then
create a unique planning and text.
The students will be paired taking into account comparable levels of
achievement. In each pair the student who performs the modelling will be the
most outgoing student, talkative, etc., albeit he/she has smaller ability than
his/her peer.
As supportive materials for students, the teacher will give each couple the
following materials: Appendix 14. (Planning worksheet: individual and team
sports) and Appendix 15. (Text drafting sheet: individual and team sports).
The teacher will supervise students’ collaborative work in this session. He/she
will provide the necessary aids, and will reinforce the increased effort and
persistence in the tasks of the students. The teacher should encourage students
to think aloud if they remain in silent for a while.
At the end of the emulation there will be a sharing group, where each pair
will reflect on the use of strategies and the benefits derived from them when
writing higher quality texts, as verified in the text made. That improvement
should be joined to the use of the writing strategies and the careful checking
and evaluation in each of the steps performed during the writing process.
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Seventh and Eighth Session: Emulation Alone (Planning and
Drafting Strategies)
7th and 8th sessions are similar to the previous ones (5th and 6th sessions)
but these sessions implement an individual emulation in which students apply
planning and drafting strategies, previously explained and modelled by thinking aloud. Again, in order not to split the writing process and to prevent the
formation of possible misconceptions in students in interpreting planning and
drafting as independent processes, these two sessions will be held successively
in the same class or as consecutive classes.
At the beginning of the session prior knowledge about the strategies for
planning and drafting and the modelling sessions conducted by the teacher
in the last two sessions are remembered. In this way the students should
be able to recall the different steps of textual planning, using the acronym
pod + the vowels as mnemonics. The Point d of pod (Develop your text)
should be joined to the idc drafting strategy that should be also recalled
by the students. This will help them to emphasize the textual structure for
introduction, development and conclusion, and the need for links between
ideas and paragraphs. During this process, the students can use their folders
and the handout set from Appendices 2 and 4. In addition, Appendix 10 can be
used with its list of self-instructions to be followed while writing the text, in
order to facilitate their thinking aloud.
Once the students have activated their prior knowledge, they have to perform an expository comparison-contrast text about adventure books vs. textbooks. To implement this task students should work independently and emulate, by using the supportive materials (Appendix 14. Planning worksheet:
textbooks and adventure texts, and Appendix 15. drafting sheet text textbooks and adventure), the whole process of planning and drafting as the
teacher has modelled in previous sessions.
The teacher in turn, will monitor students’ work during the class, incorporating the necessary aids, and reinforcing the increasing effort and persistence in
the students’ tasks. The teacher should encourage the students to think aloud,
to give themselves orders and instructions so that they regulate their actions
and remember the different steps of the strategy precisely.
After the writing task there will be a sharing group, where each student will
reflect on the use of strategies and the benefits derived from using them to
write higher quality texts, as verified in the text performed. The importance of
using the pod + the vowels and the idc strategies to organize and structure
the text in different topics and the need to follow all the steps (letters) listed
in the strategies is essential for writing texts. This should be carefully checked
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and continuously evaluated by correcting students’ actions in each of the steps
performed. Also, to promote the maintenance and generalization in the use
of strategies in writing all texts from now on, it is highly recommended that
students reflect on what they have achieved by comparing the current text with
their performance in previous sessions (for example pre-test assessment).
This last individual session should be repeated as often as necessary, gradually transferring control of writing to students themselves. In order to achieve
this, the teacher must gradually withdraw supportive materials and teacher
feedback, until this support completely disappears.
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Appendix 6

Appendix 7
A possible way of thinking aloud in performing the planning task of writing a
comparison-contrast text between water polo and swimming is now presented.
However, this is only one possible way of acting, so it is modifiable. The real
important point and the one you must consider and do during thinking aloud
is that it is essential for the teacher to have the following thoughts throughout
the text planning.
Regarding the textual planning, in this class the teacher should emphasize
each of the steps in the pod + the vowels, referring repeatedly to each
step (letter) of the strategy, and responding to that step in the text they write.
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Particular attention must be paid to: Emphasizing the use and guidance of the
strategy, emphasizing each step (each letter): think, organize following the
vowels (oaiue) and thus develop your text.
During the modelling, teacher should use self-questions and explicit selfinstructions answering these self-questions in relation to:
– Regulation of what you are doing, for example: self-questions: what do I have
to do? What is the first thing that I have to do? How will I do it? Self-instructions:
the first thing that I have to do is decide the purpose of my text, and the kind of
text that I am going to write …, Also, I have to think …
– Regulation during the writing process of what you should have done by now,
for example: self-questions: Have I thought of enough ideas? Is that the correct
goal for my text? Self-instructions: Yes, I’ve done that right, I have followed my
plan well.
– Regulation at the end of the process about what you have done, for example:
self-questions: Have I organized my ideas well? Can I start to write my text
now? Self-instructions: Now, I am ready to write my text. Yes, I have enough
differences and similarities between the themes, I can continue.
– Regulation of interests/motivations/self-efficacy beliefs, such as: I am doing
it very well; I am going to write a great text; this is a good idea; I am a really
good writer; I am so imaginative!
By using the general instructions given before, an example of how you might
be thinking aloud about this text is made and shared now.
Example of Thinking Aloud of Planning a Compare-Contrast Text
The text that I have to write is an expository comparison-contrast text, which
explains the similarities and differences, (i.e. the things they have in common and
the differences) between two sports which are water polo and swimming.
The first thing I always do before writing a text is to plan, and for that I always
remember the planning strategy pod + Vowels, with which I will not forget any of
the steps I have to undertake when planning the text. Besides, I’ll get a very good
high quality text by using this strategy which is used by good writers, and soon I’ll
be one of them, “the strategy pod gives me the power to make a good text!”.
Okay, the first step, with p, is … pensar (think)
Yes, I must be very concentrated and think about the job in hand, I have selfconfidence I believe in my ability to make a good text, and, in this way, I will have
good and original ideas. For sure I will succeed.
Well, the second step is … the o … I have to organize my thoughts in planning,
and I am going to organize my thoughts with the vowels strategy. Remembering
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the vowels is the first thing that I have to do when planning a text. I am going to
remember all of them
– The first, with the o … objective, I should determine what the purpose of my
text is.
– The second, with the a … audience, I must think of the audience, who will read
my text, that is, who is the text for. I think this is very important because the
text must be suitable for any future reader, for example if I write very difficult
words to understand maybe if future readers are very young surely they will
not understand the text. Well anyway in this case there will not be problems
because the audience are my peers of 6th grade and they should understand
everything.
– The third vowel, with i … ideas, I must think about the ideas that I can put in
my text, I have some good ideas but do I need to find some others in reference
books?
– The fourth vowel, with u … unite, I need to know how I will unite and join the
ideas in my text, first will be with the differences and after the similarities and
there will be major ideas, secondary ones and examples.
– And the fifth vowel, with e, the scheme is … then I will order and I will organize
ideas in a scheme (Esquema) with an introduction, development and a conclusion.
I should not forget anything so I’m going to make sure by reviewing what we have
studied in class last time (See the relevant Appendices).
Okay I am ready to start planning my text.
First, I think a lot, and organize my thoughts following the vowels.
With the o, the first step is to set the goal of my text that will determine what
kind of text I will write.
And … explain the differences and similarities that exist between two water
sports such as water polo and swimming; therefore, I will have to write an expository comparison-contrast text on the subject of water sports and swimming. (Pretending to take note of the purpose).
With the a, the second step is to determine who the audience of the text, lets see
who will read my text
In this case, the text is aimed at students in 6th grade of Primary Education.
Thus I have to keep in mind when writing my text to suit their age and ensure that
they can understand the words I use. And I should not forget that it is also very
important to write in an entertaining way which fosters interest in reading more
through curiosity and intrigue, etc.
I have already taken the first two steps of planning, and I have the purpose and
audience of my text already in mind, now ….
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The next step is the letter i, I should think of the ideas for my text, and the u,
these ideas should be united together, first the similarities and then the differences.
First I need to think up general ideas that I know and if I cannot think up enough
Ideas I will have to consult some books or maybe even my textbook.
Let’s see, first I am going to think about what they have in common, water polo
and swimming.
As ideas occur to me I will take note of them on the sheet. (Pretending to take
notes)
Possible ideas:
– In the environment in which both occur in Olympic swimming pools (e.g.
secondary. Tip: having certain characteristics of size, depth, etc.)
– Both need that their athletes understand and master swimming.
– In the kit that is used by both types of sports (e.g. secondary ideas. A water
cap and a bathing suit male or female).
– In some guidelines in both sports (e.g. there is a referee in the pool itself or
outside the pool in both sports)
– Etc.
(After the idea there is a self-question: is it adequate? Have I already got that
information? etc)
Now I cannot think of anything else. I will read the ideas I have listed to see
whether they are sufficient or not. (You read aloud the list of similarities)
I think I might have more ideas, I will read what my book says about these ideas,
because they might give me some new ideas … (read the text on the topics of
writing) (A reading along new ideas is recorded in the appropriate place in the
registration form. Look at that new idea, it didn’t occur to me that …)
Now, I am going to read the similarities that I have written so far (I read aloud)
I think that there are enough. I do not need more ideas in the block or paragraph
of similarities.
Now I do the same thing in relation to another block of text: how the two sports
are different (I should do this the same way as in the previous section)
As ideas occur to me I will take notes on the sheet. (Pretending to take notes)
Possible ideas:
– In the type of sport: is it individual or team?
– In the rules and regulations of each sport
– The objective of each sport (secondary ideas, e.g. what is the shortest possible time to swim a distance with different styles in swimming or water polo
if it is about scoring as many goals against the opposite team).
– Etc.
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(Following the idea by using self—questions: Is it appropriate? is it already
collected? Etc)
Now when I cannot think of anything else I may as well read the ideas I have
listed to see whether they are enough or not. (You read aloud the list of differences)
I think I might have more than enough ideas, maybe I can go back reading what
my book says about these points, because they might give me some new idea …
(read a text on the topics of writing) (As you read, new ideas are noted in the
appropriate place in the registration form, e.g. Look more interested in the idea
that has just occurred to me)
Okay, I think now I have enough ideas in the block of differences (read aloud
the differences)
I will read it all again, What are the ideas that I have to make in my text (re-read
everything aloud).
Now I can continue with the next step of the planning.
With the letter e … I will organize all the ideas, as this will perform an outline of
my introduction, development and conclusion. I must think about what information will be included in the text, and how it should be organized.
The introduction is the first part of the text, and it must submit two very
important things: what is the theme of the text and what is the purpose of it. (Read
aloud the objectives of the text that you have written before), both of which I
have planned beforehand.
This simple introduction is very important in the text as the reader anticipates
the content and purpose of it. Besides, the interesting ideas that reflect gender
equality will draw attention to the reader.
The second part of the text is the development, where all the ideas that have
been previously generated are neatly collected, and joined together. Do I have to
mix or repeat ideas?
First write the main ideas in relation to the similarities between themes, i.e.
water polo and swimming. I have to differentiate between the main ideas and those
other secondary ones belonging to the main idea or that exemplify (pretend as if
pondering and writing them down).
I will read the ideas that have come to me and try to unite and organize them,
among the similarities, the main ideas are:
A main idea is the environment in which they both take place which is water,
and for example I can explain this idea further with other points found in Olympic
pools, which are pools with features and specific measurements.
Another main idea is related to its practical application, and here I can include
two ideas: the athletes’ domain of swimming law and the continuous presence of
arbitration.
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And finally the third main idea is the equipment needed for both sports, and
here I can explain that this kit consist of caps and swimsuits.
Moreover, the differences between the main ideas are:
The main difference is the type of sport and this can be explained as an individual one or a team one.
Another major difference is related to the characteristics of each sport, for
example in relation to its purpose and rules.
And the last difference is related to their development, e.g. using additional
materials, for example, the goals, nets, etc.
Well finally, the last part of the text is the conclusion. In this case, it may be a
summary or end to it, and a reflection on the points and examples given.
For example, I can write (Pretending to write)
“In conclusion, these two types of sports despite sharing a common feature
as the nature of water sports are basically completely different in practice”
Before finishing the planning of this text, I’ll go back over everything, re-reading
it again to see if there are any changes necessary or if I have spelt anything wrong.
When I finish reviewing the textual planning I self—reinforce with the result,
as the teacher previously did: how well I’ve done, it cost me a lot but the result was
worth it and now I’m ready to write my text, I will write a great text which everyone
will want to read.
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Appendix 10

Appendix 11
A possible mode of thinking aloud in the drafting process of the comparisoncontrast text between water polo and swimming is presented.
However, this is only one possible way of performing, so it is modifiable.
The really important point and the one you need to consider and to do during
thinking aloud is that it makes the teacher’s thoughts explicit throughout the
drafting process.
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In this session the teacher should emphasize each of the steps of the strategy
i + d + c, repeatedly referring at every step (letter) of the strategy and responding to that step in the text that has been requested. Pay particular attention to:
– Emphasizing the use and guidance of the strategy, emphasizing each step
(each letter): Introduction, Development, Conclusion, and the use of Coherence
ties +++ (i + d + c).
During the modelling, the teacher should use self-questions and explicit selfinstructions That is to say self-answering questions in relation to:
– Regulation of what you are doing, for example: self-questions: what I have to
do? What is the first thing that I have to do? How will I do it? Self-instructions:
the first thing that I have to write is the introduction of my text …, Also, I have
to think …
– Regulation during the writing process of what you should have done by
now, for example: self-questions: Have I thought of enough main ideas and
examples? Is that the correct coherence tie for linking this paragraph? Selfinstructions: Yes, I’ve done that right, I have followed my plan well
– Regulation at the end of the process about what you had done, for example:
self-questions: Have I organized my ideas well? Have I used enough coherence
ties between ideas/paragraphs? Self-instructions: Now, I am ready to revise my
text. Yes, I have enough differences and similarities between the themes, I can
continue.
– Regulation of interests/motivations/self-efficacy beliefs, such as: I am doing
it very well; I am going to write a great text; this is a good idea; I am a really
good writer; I am so imaginative!
Given these general instructions listed above, an example of how you should
think aloud throughout this text is now presented.
Example of Thinking Aloud during Drafting Process of a
Compare-Contrast Text
Now I’ll continue writing the text comparison-contrast between water polo and
swimming. To do it, I will look back at the material planning of this text because
I have to keep in mind that before drafting a text, which is the second step of
writing, it must have been planned which is the first step in the writing process.
(The relevant Appendix is taken out).
The first thing I always do before writing my text is to remember the steps of the
Drafting Strategy idc.
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The letter I represents the introduction of the text, and it should present the
reader with the topic of the text and purpose in an interesting way, because it is
the first thing a person reads.
The letter d represents the development of the text, and in this I have to organize
my ideas in the text, according to a structure. First, gather all the similarities and
then in another paragraph all differences, giving the general idea first and then
explaining it with more examples or more secondary ideas.
And the letter c represents, Conclusion, I must finish my text giving an interesting conclusion about the text, making an overall reflection imaginatively, to leave
a good taste in the readers mouth!
And last, always, between parts of the text, and within each paragraph of the
text I must unite ideas with appropriate and correct coherence ties.
I think I will not forget anything but I am going to go over what we have studied
in class last day again just to make sure. (See the relevant Appendix).
Okay I’m ready to start drafting my text.
First, with the letter i, the first paragraph of text should be the introduction,
in which I write the subject of the text and purpose, and I have to make it in an
entertaining, fun way that captures the reader’s attention. Then I can write … for
example:
(Pretending to write) After Madrid’s bid as Olympic host, there has been an
increasing interest in Olympic sports. The following text purpose is to analyse
the differences and similarities between two Olympic sports such as water polo
and swimming.
I will re-read what I wrote. (You should now read and eventually make myself
the following questions):
Have I introduced the topic? Yes
Have I presented the objective? Also.
And now, by saying “Madrid’s bid for the Olympic Games”, the text presents an
attractive way for the reader.
So all is well in the introduction, then I can proceed, the second step is d, the
development of the text.
In the development of the text, letter d, the second paragraph should group the
similarities between water polo and swimming sports, as it will be made up of the
ideas that had been planned earlier.
(Read the ideas that had been collected in the planning and begin to write.
Pay particular attention to the links between ideas in the same paragraph
and links between paragraphs. When an essay is assessed ideas should be
connected and you must not forget to link your scheme. Remember paragraphs
together correctly. For example, you can pretend to write)
Firstly, among the similarities is an obvious feature that both sports are practiced in the water, both in an Olympic pool, which has special characteristics and
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dimensions. Secondly, we can agree on another aspects of its practical application, as it is the fact that in the two sports there is a referee in charge of enforcing
the rules, and that all athletes must have a good dominance of swimming. Finally,
another similarity between the two sports is the type of equipment used by their
athletes, which consists of solely a bathing suit and a cap.
Now, in the d, the third paragraph should include the differences between the
subjects, through the previous ideas that had been planned earlier.
(Read the ideas that had been collected in the planning and begin to write.
Paying particular attention to the links between ideas in the same paragraph
and links between paragraphs. In writing ideas and paragraphs should always
be linked together correctly. For example, you can pretend to write)
In order to link this paragraph I can use… By contrast, water polo and
swimming also have several characteristics that distinguish them from each other.
The first and most obvious difference is the nature of the port: while water polo is
a team sport, swimming is usually an individual sport. Similarly, other essential
differences between the two sports are related to their own practice, purpose and
specific rules. In turn, a final difference is the need for additional material, as the
ball and the goals in the case of water polo, contrary to what is used in swimming.
I will reread what I have written and check if I used the necessary links. (Read
and eventually make yourself answer the following questions):
Have I organized the ideas together? Yes
Have I used coherence ties between the ideas of this paragraph? Also.
Have I used coherence ties between paragraphs of text? Also
I’m doing a great job.
Well, and finally, I can move onto the last step, with the letter c, concluding my
text. I can write …
(Pretend to write) “In conclusion, these two types of sports despite sharing
a common feature as is the nature of water sports are basically completely
different in practice.”
And also end in a fun and engaging way for the reader, i.e., to leave a good
impression, I will add: Do you dare to practice any of them? (pretending to
write).
Throughout the writing process, the teacher must perform monitoring and
evaluation of everything they have written down, making self-questions like:
have I organized the ideas in this paragraph properly?, Have I forgotten any
important idea?; Have I linked the ideas within the paragraph?; Have I linked
paragraphs together?; is this link suitable? …
Answers to self-questions should be explicit, for example: yes, this paragraph
is properly organized, so I can continue with the following one; Is there a link in this
paragraph?; yes, the link between paragraphs is “in conclusion”
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At the end, a comprehensive reading of the text is made, explicitly evaluating
all aspects involved in editing (note: not the revision): For example:
Well, I have finished my text, but I’d better go over it again, I’ll read it again.
Read the introductions and when you have finished you should ask yourselves:
Have I presented the themes of the text? Have I presented the objective? Are the
paragraphs clear and understandable?
Read the first paragraph of development and when you have finished, ask
yourself: Have I linked this paragraph above? Are the ideas in this paragraph well
organized? And have I linked them together? Can I understand it well?
And so on …
(If this final reading is repetitive or too long the instructor can reduce or
remove it.)
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